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SCHDEY CHUN DAMNENG
(NOTIFICATION)

In order to meet the needs of all Investment Enterprises and to ensure proper implementation of the recommendations of Samdech Prime Minister made on December 01 and 21, 1999, the CDC had collaborated with all the relevant Ministries to appoint their respective representatives at the CDC in order to provide information and assist investors in filling their application on site in line with the “One Stop Service” mechanism and to avoid past practices of unnecessary runaround.

Nevertheless despite CDC suggestions, CDC had notified that some Investment Enterprises which have received CDC approval have continued their practices of dealing with relevant ministries for the purpose of filing additional documents.

In order to resolve this issue, the CDC suggests to all Investment Enterprises the followings:

1. Fill all the necessary application for company registration with the Ministry of Commerce Representative in CDC, room 23A.

2. Fill all the required documentation related to the environment protection with the Ministry of Environment Representative in CDC, room 22A.

3. Fill the request for visa extension form for investors and their relatives and technicians with the Ministry of Interior Representative in CDC, room 12C.

For other issues related to other Ministries which representation at the CDC, the same procedures shall be applied like the above provisions.

Responses for all documents filed at the CDC shall be provided at the same place within a specified timeframe.

The CDC is counting on your collaboration in order to successfully implementing the meaning of this Notification for the benefits of both the Investment Enterprises and for attracting foreign investment into Cambodia.
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